
Designed and made in Sweden

The STABIL Light was developed to support gimbals between 2-7kg (4.4-15.4 lbs). 
It will help stabilize hand held shots to a certain degree while protecting your back.  

This enables you to operate the gimbal and camera for much longer periods of time.

The design is based on the original STABIL and has the ability to lock the arm so it 
functions as a standard Minimax. We have also made it more light weight so the 

user can stay agile.

The STABIL Light can only be purchased together with our new Minimax power 
pack. It includes a spring that synergizes better with the STABIL Light.  
The new power pack is now standard for all versions of the Minimax.

To upgrade you need to purchase the STABIL Light together with our new  
Minimax power Pack. 

The STABIL Light is design- and trademark protected.

Minimax with STABIL Light

TOP SECRET from EASYRIG



The Easyrig Minimax is created 
specifically with the latest 
generation of lightweight cameras in 
mind. Supporting cameras weighing 
2 - 7 kg (4-15 lbs)

The Swedish-engineered power 
spring system is specially designed  
to allow operation with a wide range 
of cameras. 

A special release mechanism safely 
protects the Easyrig Minimax 
internals from weight overload.

The Easyrig Minimax is compatible 
with all Easyrig vests such as the 
Cinema Flex. 

Easyrig

The EASYRIG 3 Cinema is our basic 
system which has a fixed shock absorber. 

The maximum load on the EASYRIG 3 
Cinema is 25 kg (55 lbs)  with the  
1 000 N gas shock absorber.

The EASYRIG 3 Cinema  
can be ordered with: 
• Standard arm 
• Adjustable arm: 130 mm (5”) 
• Adjustable arm: 230 mm (9”) 
• STABIL adjustable arm 265 mm (10”)
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Easyrig

The Easyrig Vario 5 has an adjustable 
weight range from 5-17kg (11-38 lbs)  
and  a strong weight range from  
10-25kg (22-55 lbs). You can also easily 
change the tension / power of the line.

The Easyrig Vario 5 gives you the 
same advantages as our other Easyrig 
models with the added benefit of 
being able to adjust the line tension to 
adapt to many different cameras and 
configurations. 

The Easyrig Vario 5 still delivers the 
same steady hand held shots while 
relieving strain on your back, neck and 
shoulders. The load is redistributed to 
the hips allowing you to shoot hand 
held in comfort for hours. 

Quick Release Cheese Plate

Accessories

Umbrella w/ holder EasyTilt

Hook w/ ball stud



STABIL with EASYLOCK

The STABIL G2 is our dampening upper arm designed to smooth out your shots 
while walking. The upgraded G2 version comes with a foldable upper arm, 

hanger & conical locking pin for locking the arm in the 90° position. 
The STABIL G2 works best with gimbals.

The Gimbal Rig vest is now upgraded with a ratchet belt buckle system named 
the EASYLOCK. It is durable, easy to use and improves the overall look and 

feel of the vest. Now your vest can be tightened with just one hand. With the 
EASYLOCK, the Gimbal Rig vest also holds tighter around your hips.

Now with Now with 
EASYLOCKEASYLOCK

Original patent,  501879 
Patent US,  9513536 
Patent EU,  3064822 
Patent CN,  105937696 
Trademark SE,  603280 
Trademark US,  5076957 
Trademark EU,  015128242

Design protection STABIL EU/USA,  DM/203947 
Design protection STABIL INDIA,  79612 
Design protection STABIL CN,  (ZL) 201930512717.8 
Design protection Cover,  83043 
Design protection Gimbal Rig Vest,  82982  
Design protection EASYLOCK EU/USA,  DM/207260

Designed and made in Sweden – www.easyrig.com


